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The indentation-induced plasticity and roughness have been investigated
intensively by experiments and simulations during the last decades. However,
the precise mechanisms of how dislocation flow leads to pile-up formation are
still not completely understood, although this is one of the initial steps causing
surface roughening in tribological contacts at low loads. In this work, f001g-,
f101g- and f111g-grain orientations in an austenite stainless steel [(face-centered
cubic (FCC) phase]) are indented with varying load forces. By using scanning
electron-based methods and slip plane analysis, we reveal: (1) how slip-steps
show the change of pile-up formation, (2) how the slip-plane inclination
determines the dislocation flow and (3) how slip-plane interactions result in the
final pile-up shape during indentation. We find that the flow direction transforms from the forward flow to the sideway at a transition angle of 55 58
between the slip-plane and the surface. We use large displacement finite element method simulations to validate an inversion of the resolved shear stress at
this transition angle. We provide insights into the evolution of plasticity in
dislocation-mediated FCC metal indentations, with the potential application of
this information for indentation simulations and for understanding the initial
stage of scratching during tribology in the future.
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Introduction
Nanoindentation has become a mature technique for
mechanical property identification and small lengthscale materials science research [1–13]. The load
versus penetration depth curve (P–h curve) is used to
determine the elastic modulus and hardness via the

Oliver–Pharr method [4, 5, 14, 15]. Indentation pop-in
load is the force which the indentation transitions by
a depth jump from the elastic to the elastoplastic
regime. The investigation of the pop-in load reveals
the theoretical strength and the contribution of initial
dislocations [1]. The Nix–Gao model quantifies the
indentation size effect (ISE), i.e., a decreasing hardness with increasing indentation depth, due to
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which the dislocations move from the highest
resolved shear stresses (i.e., underneath the tip) to the
surface and away from the tip. The dislocations travel
on the negatively inclined slip-planes from the outside
bulk material to the surface and closer to the tip
during indentation (see Fig. 1).
Researchers have also investigated the dislocation
motion-induced pile-up and sink-in formation, which
affect significantly the true contact area and—
hence—the identified mechanical properties [22–25].
Taljat and Pharr [25] verified that the sink-in is linked
to the elastic Hertzian contact and that the pile-up
evolves during the plastic regime. Eidel [26] disclosed using crystal plasticity finite element simulations (CP-FEM) that pile-ups form as a result of
plastic flow on positively inclined f111gh110i slip
systems in FCC alloys. The author also observed that
slip was dependent on the crystal orientation. Casals
et al. [27] revealed by CP-FEM that the slip-system
orientation governs the GND evolution and the sinkin/pile-up evolution. Wang et al. [28] used a conical
indenter to penetrate the f001g-, f011g- and f111gsurfaces of copper crystals. Their numerical results
showed that the surface roughness is formed by pileups for this material (rather than sink-ins) and that
two-, four- and six-fold symmetry exists on the f011g,
f001g and f111g surfaces, respectively. However, CPFEM is a continuum model that does not account for
the motion of individual dislocations and the slipstep evolution. The pile-up evolution could also be
studied by molecular dynamics (MD) or dislocation

geometrically necessary dislocations (GND) accumulation under the indenter [6, 16].
In addition to the ISE, dislocation motion results in
the formation of a pile-up and surface steps. As the
indenter penetrates the sample, the material moves
downward and experiences a strain gradient, which
results in dislocation motion toward the surface,
which depends on the resolved shear stress in the slip
direction due to the particular grain orientation. Once
dislocations escape from the grains, slip-steps are left
behind on the surface. The investigation of slip-steps
tracks the plastic flow during nanoindentation. Tromas et al. [17] reconstructed 3D dislocation loops
after the first indentation pop-in using nanoetching
and atomic force microscopy (AFM) in MgO. The
experiments revealed that dislocations are nucleated
in the area of maximum resolved shear stress (RSS)
underneath the tip with a distance and travel toward
the free surface on positively inclined slip-planes, as
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The dislocations originating from underneath the indenter, however, did
not fully account for the slip-step formation around
the imprint, as stated by Velednitskaya et al. [18].
Tromas et al. [19] observed also slip-steps due to
dislocations on outer planes, i.e., negatively inclined
slip-planes. It should be noted that the nomenclature
of positively and negatively inclined slip-planes was
proposed by Nibur et al. [20, 21], who studied the
influence of grain orientation and tip geometry on
slip-step formation in face-centered cubic (FCC)
metals. A Positively inclined slip-plane is a plane on
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Figure 1 Schematic residual imprint after indentation and slipplanes with positive and negative inclination: smax denotes the area
of maximum resolved shear stress; the indentation axis is given by
a dashed dotted line and the contact area by the dashed line.

Negatively inclined and positively inclined planes are separated by
the centerline; the forward ﬂow is in the radial direction, while the
sideway ﬂow is in the tangential direction.
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dynamics (DD). However, both methods are not ideal
for this research question. MD simulates small
domains and high velocities that might influence the
pile-up formation. DD generally does not account for
the influence of the pile-up onto the stress state. (No
large deformation framework is used.) Hence, in the
current progression, both methods are not able to
advance the understanding of pile-up evolution.
The plasticity underneath the indented surface has
also been studied experimentally and numerically.
Zaafarani et al. [29] investigated the nanoindentationinduced lattice rotation in a ð111Þ Cu single crystal
through 3D electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD).
The inner zone at the indenter axis is rotated by
smaller angles, as compared to the outer zone that
additionally has the opposite rotation direction to the
inner zone. Demir et al. [30] used 3D-EBSD to measure GND densities beneath the imprints: GNDs
distribute heterogeneously, and the GND density
increases with increasing indentation depth. Robertson and Fivel [31, 32] and Gagel, et al. [33] used 3D
DD simulations to mimic dislocation mechanisms
during nanoindentation in a FCC crystal. Those
authors neglected the large deformations that arise
during pile-up formation and that change the stress
state. Chang et al. [34] employed MD simulations and
found that prismatic dislocation motion dominates
the plasticity during nanoindentation in FCC metals.
This prismatic slip leads to slip-steps that encircle the
indentation axis. Begau et al. [35, 36] and Stukowski
and Arsenlis [37] also observed the prismatic dislocation loops in their MD simulations. The MD simulations of Varillas et al. [38] studied the dislocation
interaction, including prismatic loop formation, and
identified the formation mechanisms of slip-step and
pile-ups in FCC and BCC metals. However, these
prismatic loops are not observed by conventional
experiments, which have a slow indentation velocity
[9, 32, 39–41].
The previous extensive experiments and simulations have been shown that (1) pile-ups form during
nanoindentation, (2) pile-up formation is linked to
plasticity / dislocation motion, and (3) the crystal
orientation determines the pile-up shape. However,
the discrepancies between simulations and experiments [28, 31–37] (the inability of CP-FEM to predict
slip-steps, the lack of accounting for the pile-up
evolution in 3D DD, the very fast deformation rates in
MD and the prediction of prismatic dislocation loops
in the latter two simulation methods while

experiments at conventional deformation rates show
an abundance of conventional, i.e., non-prismatic,
dislocations.) reveal that the precise link of dislocation flow, crystal orientation, pile-up formation and
stress-state has not been thoroughly understood.
Toward this goal, this study on austenitic steel will
investigate (1) how the evolution of slip-step patterns
leads to the development of pile-ups, (2) how the
slip-plane tilt angle determines dislocation flow and
(3) how the interaction of slip-plane results in the
specific pile-up shape. We compare the experimentally identified dislocation flow mechanisms with the
results from finite element method (FEM) simulations
and discuss how dislocations on specific glide planes
lead to the specific pile-up. The motivation of this
study is twofold: (1) To thoroughly understand the
deformation that arises during nanoindentation,
which has been used and continues to be used at the
nanoscale to evaluate the mechanical properties of
single phases. The use of an experimental technique
is contingent on the complete understanding of the
deformation mechanisms and (2) to provide a better
understanding of the deformation that occurs during
the transition from nanoindentation to nanoscratch
tribology in the future, in which hard phases get in
contact with ductile counter surfaces and result in
local abrasion. This deformation mechanism is akin
to nanoindentation and nanoscratch by a nanoindenter tip.

Experimental procedure
We used an austenitic stainless steel Fe-25Cr-20Ni
with a stacking fault energy (SFE) of around 45 mJ/
m2 [42]. To achieve coarse-grained microstructure,
the as-received specimen was annealed at 1200 °C for
168 h and then water quenched. The large grains
allow testing repeatedly in the same grain without
grain boundary interference. The sample was cut by
electrical discharge machining to avoid the formation
of a thick deformation layer. Afterward, the surface
was mechanically ground, polished by 3 and 1 lm
diamond suspensions as well as 50 nm colloidal silica
OPS suspension. The polished specimens were
etched using a V2A solution (10 ml HNO3, 0.30 ml
Vogels pickling inhibitor, 100 ml HCl and 100 ml
H2O) for 30 s to remove the minor deformation layer
that was induced by the mechanical preparation. The
following OPS polishing removed the chemical
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reaction layer. The etching and polishing steps were
repeated for a number of iterations. The final step
was a 2 min ethanol polishing to remove the retained
OPS nanoparticles. After surface preparation, the
grain orientations were inspected in a JEOL 6490
scanning electron microscope (SEM) with an EBSD
detector. Three grains whose orientations are close to
the f111g, f101g and f001g planes were selected for
nanoindentation to investigate the influence of grain
orientation on plastic flow. The precise orientations of

the grains were f182019g, f2
13 13g and f56 25g,
respectively.
We used an Agilent/Keysight/KLA G200 nanoindenter in load-controlled mode with a spherical diamond tip. The G200 has ultrahigh resolutions of load
and displacement (load: 50 nN, displacement:
* 0.01 nm) and was calibrated before the experiment: load-frame stiffness, area-function and support
spring stiffness. The measurements were started after
the thermal drift rate was lower than 0.5 nm/s. We
use a spherical indentation tip in order to analyze the
crystal anisotropy and crystal plasticity. By using an
axisymmetric tip, we eliminate the artifacts that arise
due to corners of the indenter tip, e.g., Vickers tip.
The roughness of the sample surface and the tip
radius are 4 nm and 11.2 lm, respectively, as examined by a Keyence VK-X series 3D laser scanning
confocal microscope. The maximum loads were 2, 5,
10, 20, 40 and 80 mN during nanoindentation on the
three grains. Loading–unloading rates of 0.05, 0.2 and
0.5 mN/s were used. Since post-deformation electron
microscopy inspection of indentations made at these
rates did not reveal any difference in the imprint
patterns (tests repeated for two different grain orientations), see supplementary material, we focus on
the results of the 0.5 mN/s experiments and do not
address the results of the other loading–unloading
rates. After indentation, the surfaces were examined
in a ZEISS Merlin field emission SEM with a secondary electron (SE) and a backscatter electron
detector (BSD). An acceleration voltage of 3 kV, a
probe current of 6 nA and a working distance of
4.8 mm were applied to capture the SE images. The
electron channeling contrast images (ECCI) were
obtained at a voltage of 30 kV, a current of 2 nA and a
working distance of 6.8 mm. We used an AFM
(Veeco Digital Instruments, Plainview, New York,
DI3100S-1) and a confocal microscopy (lsurf,

NanoFocus Messtechnik GmbH, Germany) to inspect
the indentation topographies.

Results
In this study, we focus on the plastic material
response of the material and neglect the elastic
response, since we observed in a previous study [41]
that the load–displacement curve follows the Hertz
equation and since the elastic deformation does not
result in a surface topography that could be inspected
by SEM.

Pile-up formation depending on the slipplane inclination angle
SEM and confocal images of the f111g, f101g and
f001g grains after indention with 80 mN are shown
in Fig. 2. In order to present how the slip-steps evolve
with increasing load, the steps after applying 2 mN
are sketched in Fig. 2g–i for the respective grains.
(The SEM images after indention with 2 mN and one
exemplary P–h curve are shown in supplemental
material.) Please note that the dislocations travel on
the positively inclined slip-planes during the initial
elastoplastic stage of nanoindentation and the initial
pile-up sites are determined by slip on the positively
inclined planes. The pile-up formation contributes to
the slip on the negatively inclined slip-plane [41].
The plastic flow into surface pile-ups is the results
of dislocation motion on the slip-planes during
indentation. This plastic flow is analyzed by SEM and
confocal microscopy data from slip-steps and pileups that are produced by varying indentation forces.
We project the plastic slip-plane bound flow onto the
surface and identify two surface components: sideway along the slip-step and forward flow perpendicular to the slip-step (see Fig. 1). Namely, sideway
flow is the component of the vector sum of all dislocations; the component is parallel to the slip-steps.
Forward flow is the dislocation sum vector component that is in the surface plane and perpendicular to
the slip-step. This identification of the surface component of the plastic flow allows to unravel the
importance of the slip-plane inclination.
In the f111g grain, three pile-up areas form as
marked with blue circles, see Fig. 2d. When inspecting the slip-steps and pile-ups after applying a force
of 2 mN, the dislocation motion is mostly sideways
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Figure 2 Secondary electron SEM and confocal images of the 80mN imprints and sketches of the slip-steps after applying 2 mN.


These 2D diagrams include plastic ﬂow schematics: 111 slip




activity is shown in red; 111 activity in green; 111 activity in

on the three positively inclined slip-planes. These
slip-planes have an inclination angle a with the surface of * 70°. In the f101g grain, the slip-steps of



1
1 1 and ð111Þ planes reveal that plasticity flows
mostly to one side on these planes, as marked with
red and blue arrows in Fig. 2h. Most dislocation
plasticity occurs on these planes that are almost
perpendicular to the surface (Fig. 2b) as evident from
the height measurement in Fig. 2e. The dominant





plastic flow on the 11
and
1
1
planes is for1
1
ward and away from the indenter, based on the slipstep evolution, as illustrated in Fig. 2h. The inclina




tion angles of the 11
and
1
1
1
1 planes are * 35°.
In the f001g grain, the plastic flow on the positively

black; and ð111Þ activity in blue. Note that the arrows show the
projection of the slip on the glide plane onto the surface plane [the
supplemental information contains the corresponding SEM images
of (g)–(i)].



1
inclined 1
1 slip-plane (a = 37°) is mostly forward
in the bottom right corner (II), as shown in Fig. 2f. In


1
slip-planes are
the upper left corner (I), the 1
1
negatively inclined and secondary slip-systems that
do not contribute to the initial pile-up, as discussed


previously. On the 11
1 and ð111Þ slip-planes
(a = 55° and a = 58°, respectively), plasticity flows
forward into areas (III) and (IV). Additionally, sideway plastic flow is observed into zones (I) and (II) on



these two planes. The sideway slip on the 1
11
plane (a = 73°) occurs into areas (III) and (IV), as



shown in Fig. 2i. It should be noted that the 1
11
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remains constant during indentation, i.e., the distance
from the maximum elevation (marked with ‘b’ in
Fig. 4b and a blue arrow in Fig. 4c) to the ð111Þ centerline is the same after indentation with 80 mN.
Hence, while the imprint increases in size during
indentation, the distance of the maximum elevation
to the centerline remains constant. Moreover, note
that the slip-steps on the bottom ð111Þ slip-planes are
longer than on the parallel upper planes.
The dislocation characterization is shown in Fig. 5
for the f101g grain after applying 80 mN, using the
ECCI technique with controlled two beam conditions.
The sample is tilted and rotated to obtain four different two-beam conditions away from the zone axis
(see Fig. 5a–d). Using these diffraction conditions, we
determine the dislocations’ Burgers vectors using the
g  b ¼ 0 invisibility criterion [43]. Please note that


most dislocations are on the 11
1 slip-planes and

slip-steps are only observed in areas (III) and (IV), but
not in areas (I) and (II).
From these results, we categorize the plastic flow
(forward / sideway) for each slip-plane depending
on the inclination angle of that plane to the surface.
The results are shown in Fig. 3a, which reveal that
there is a transition angle of aTrans = 55 58 . When
the inclination angle is smaller than that value, the
plasticity flows forward on the slip-planes; if the
inclination angle is higher, the plasticity will flow
sideways on the slip-planes. Figure 3b sketches the
plastic flow direction as a function of slip-plane
inclination angle, based on the finding obtained from
Fig. 3a. The direction of plastic flow is shown with
arrows, whose length denotes the magnitude of flow
in the two principal directions: forward flow and
sideway flow.

Interaction between slip-planes

three possible Burgers vectors exist (see Table 1). The
dislocations in the red ellipse are visible for g ¼ ð022Þ,

ð111Þ, ð
2 00Þ while invisible for g ¼ ð1 11Þ. Therefore,

In the previous section, the dependence of the plastic
flow on the slip-plane inclination angle was discussed. Additionally, the pile-up size and shape are
governed by the slip-plane interaction. We study one
interaction pair to show the analysis method and the
material scientific findings.
Figure 4 shows the bottom left pile-up in the f101g
grain and the intersecting ð11
1 Þ and ð111Þ slip-planes.

these dislocations have a Burgers vector of


½
1 01 ð111 Þ. In the green ellipse, the dislocations are

weakest for g ¼ ð
2 00Þ, compared to the other three gvectors. Hence, the Burgers vectors of these disloca

tions are ½0
1 1 ð111 Þ.

After indentation with 10 mN, the first slip-step ‘a’
on a ð111Þ plane, which occurs outside the parallelogram, is located at a distance of * 700 nm to the
indentation centerline (the indentation centerline of a
particular normal direction runs through the center
of the indentation imprint and is parallel to the slipsteps of this plane. This centerline separates the
positively and negatively inclined slip-planes), as
shown in Fig. 4a. Please note that this distance

The pile-up patterns depend on the grain orientation:
Multiple triangles in the f111g grain, butterfly shapes
in the f101g grain and the cross shape in f001g grain
were also observed during previous studies
[21, 26, 28, 44–47]. Wang et al. [28] reported that the
pile-up pattern on a f111g surface has a sixfold

(a)

(b)

Sideway flow

Indenter
Surface

Forward flow

Figure 3 a Categorization of
the ﬂow direction depending
on the inclination angle a of
slip-plane with the free surface
and b schematic diagram of
metal ﬂow on the slip-planes.
The length of the arrows
denotes the amount of ﬂow in
that direction (forward ﬂow or
sideway ﬂow).
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Figure 4 Dislocation interaction on intersecting 111 and ð111Þ planes. Indentation forces of a 10 mN and b, c 80 mN were applied in
the {101} grain: a, b SEM images and c confocal height measurement.
Figure 5 Characterization of
dislocations in the f101g grain
using ECCI technique with
controlled two beam
conditions: a g1 ¼ ð022Þ; b


g2 ¼ ð111Þ; c g3 ¼ 111 ; d


g4 ¼ 200 . The dislocations
are labeled with a red/green
ellipse, depending on in which
condition they disappear or
become weak.

Table 1 Analysis of the
Burgers vectors applying the
g  b ¼ 0 invisibility criterion
(ref. Fig. 5)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

gb
ð022Þ
ð111Þ


111


200




110

½101

½011

=0
0
=0

=0
=0
0

=0
=0
=0

=0

=0

0

symmetry (threefold rotational symmetry and twofold mirror symmetry, which is the same as an
equilateral triangle). The symmetry observations on

the f111g, f101g and f001g grains were confirmed in
this study.

Plastic flow depending on the inclination
angle of the slip-plane
The plastic flow direction (Fig. 3) is obtained based
on the relation of inclination angles of the slip-planes
and pile-up topographies (Fig. 2). The direction of
plastic flow is shown with arrows, whose length
denotes the magnitude of flow in the two principal
directions: forward flow and sideway flow. When the
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slip-plane has an inclination angle to the surface
a * 90 , the plane is a barrier to the forward plastic
flow and this plane promotes the sideway plastic

flow (see ð111Þ and ð1
1 1 Þ slip-planes in f101g grain).
As shown in Fig. 3, as the inclination angle to the
surface decreases (e.g., the three active slip-planes in
the f111g grain), the sideway flow remains dominant.
When the slip-plane has an inclination angle around
55 58 , the barrier effect of the plane on the forward
flow is reduced (see ð11
1 Þ and ð111Þ slip-planes in
f001g grain). Once the inclination angle is smaller
than 55 , the plasticity will flow mostly forward (see

the ð11
1 Þ and ð11 1Þ slip-planes in the f101g grain). As
such, the slip-planes serve as possible ‘deflectors’ of
plasticity transport, i.e., the very inclined planes
deflect the plasticity sideways. The three Burgers
vectors on each plane are abundant to result in different amounts of dislocation activity for each Burgers vector. The sum of the dislocation activities with
different Burgers vectors leads to plastic flow in the
most compliant direction. Due to the abundance of
Burgers vectors on each plane, the plastic flow will
commence in the required direction depending on
the plane inclination angle.
A special case of sideway motion occurs if the slipplanes interact and obstruct each other. One example
of this obstruction of plastic flow occurs in the f101g

grain for the slip on the ð1
1 1 Þ and ð111Þ planes (see


Fig. 2b). In this case, the motions on the ð1
1 1 Þ and

ð111Þ planes are obstructed by the ð1
1 1Þ and ð111 Þ

planes, respectively. These interactions result in more
plastic flow away from the interaction point. As a
result, the pile-ups become non-symmetric: compliant plasticity spreading on one side and constrain on
the other side. A more detailed look in slip-plane
interaction is given in ‘‘Dislocation motion and
interaction’’ section.
The experiments show that the transition inclination angle between forward and sideway dislocation
motion is around 55°–58° irrespective of the crystal
rotation angle. Moreover, we discussed how the
abundance of Burger’s vectors allows realizing the
plastic flow in the most compliant direction. We
carried out phenomenological FEM simulations to
further investigate the inclination angle dependence
on the plastic flow. These simulations use the simplest possible model to account for the pile-up shape
and neglect the crystal orientation. A series of CP-

FEM simulations of different orientations is required
to confirm this experimental finding. However, such
study is very time-consuming. By comparing the
experimental and numerical findings, we determine
whether the simple phenomenological model is sufficient in explaining the transition inclination angle.
We used the 2D plane-strain formulation in Abaqus Dynamic Explicit and the large strain formulation that takes the pile-up formation into account.
The indenter was modeled as an infinitely hard surface that interacted with the surface. The indenter–
surface interaction prevented indenter penetration,
and a minor friction coefficient (0.0002) prevented
numerical instabilities. The material was modeled as
an elastic–plastic metal with a Young’s modulus of
210 GPa, density of 7.85 g/cm3 and a Poisson ratio of
0.3. The flow stress is 600 MPa, and the linear hardening leads to a flow stress of 680 MPa at 10% plastic
strain. A time step of 10 ms ensured that the kinetic
energy is minimal compared to the total energy; thus,
the elastic waves do not significantly influence the
results. The stress components from the left and right
side of the indentation axis were averaged to further
reduce the influence of the elastic waves. Therefore,
we did not use the symmetric boundary conditions in
the indentation axis. The material consisted of 11250
nodes to achieve smooth stress contours. The maximal shear stress is shown in Fig. 6a.
The stress state in the indentation centerline is
governed by the symmetry of boundary conditions.
On the sample surface, the stress state is dominated
by the free-surface boundary conditions. Hence,
material points on the imprint shoulder are of most
interest as the stress state at these points determines
the plastic flow. Toward this goal, three FEM nodes
on the imprint shoulder were chosen and the
resolved shear stresses were calculated at increments
of 1 between 0 and 90 . Due to conservation of
angular momentum, identical stresses occur on
planes with 90 separation. For one FEM node, the
vectors in Fig. 6a show the resolved shear stress and
the identical stresses every 90 . The magnitude of the
resolved shear stress is shown in Fig. 6b for the three
points as a function of the inclination angle to the
horizontal. The shear stresses change sign at an
inclination angle of roughly 60 for all three points.
If the inclination angle is small, it is favorable for
the plasticity to shear away from the imprint. Positive
shear stress is in the positive x-direction on the plane
with the positive y-direction, see Fig. 6a. The driving
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Figure 6 a Maximum shear stress distribution during indentation
according to elastic–plastic FEM simulations. Three points on the
imprint shoulder are used for evaluation of the resolved shear
stress. The arrow lengths on the lowest of the points denote the

magnitude of the resolved shear stress in the particular direction.
b Resolved shear stress for the three points depending on the
inclination angle of the direction.

force for dislocation forward motion, i.e., positive
resolved shear stress, decreases but remains positive
with increasing inclination angle, see Fig. 6b. Therefore, forward plasticity motion dominates in this
inclination angle regime. This observation agrees to
the experimental finding that the forward motion
occurs for small inclination angles (below 55 ). The
simulation predicts that forward motion becomes
impossible for inclination angles above 60 , which
supports the experimental observation, which
showed no forward motion above 58 .
It should be noted that other FEM nodes have
different stress states and different transition angles.
The precise evaluation of the transition angle is of no
benefit for this study because the experimentally
obtained angles have an uncertainty of around 18 due
to the EBSD calibration. The phenomenological
model predicts the transition angle with an accuracy
of 58 and highlights that the inversion of the resolved
shear stress is the cause for the transition between
forward and sideway motion. Therefore, this simple
phenomenological FEM simulation is reliable in
explaining the experimental finding and is more time
efficient than CP-FEM.

possibilities of experimental methods and the corresponding analysis, and the requirement for more
involved numerical simulations to account for the
precise stress state. Toward this goal, we focus on the
f101g grain and on the lower left-side corner of the
imprint, see Fig. 4.
After indentation with 2 mN, the slip-step pattern
is dominated by multiple parallelograms (i.e., slip on



ð111Þ and 1
1 1 planes). Slip on the positively





inclined 11
1 and 11 1 planes is constrained by

Dislocation motion and interaction
The interaction of dislocations depends on the local
stress state and the involved shear planes. Hence, the
dislocation interaction is different for each site
around the imprint perimeter and is different for
each grain orientation. Here, we discuss one case of
dislocation glide plane interaction to highlight the

the outside parallelogram (Fig. 7a, c). In the next
deformation state, the slip on the most distant ð111Þ
slip-plane—denoted as ‘I’—from the imprint center



breaks the obstruction by the 1
1 1 planes at the
bottom left corner. Thereafter, this ð111Þ slip-plane
grows outside of the parallelogram, as sketched in
Fig. 7d. The distance of slip-step ‘I’ is * 700 nm to
the ð111Þ centerline. As the indenter penetrates further, more dislocations multiplicate and move on the
unobstructed ð111Þ slip-plane ‘I’, resulting in the
highest pile-up forming along step ‘I’ close to the
imprint. Additionally, more ð111Þ slips are activated
at the larger distances from the centerline. The corresponding steps ‘II’ have lower pile-up heights than
the pile-up at step ‘I’.
After indentation with 80 mN, the slip-steps on the
bottom ð111Þ slip-planes are longer than on the upper
planes, which reveal less obstructed dislocation
motion on the bottom planes, as shown in Fig. 4b.


The Burgers vector ½0
1 1 ð111 Þ of the known dislocations in the green ellipse area, see ‘‘Interaction
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Figure 7 a SEM image of the
2 mN imprints, b the
corresponding Thompson
tetrahedron notation and c–e
schematic diagram of slip-step
evolution in the bottom-left
pile-up of grain f101g: c no
ð111Þ slip-step, d only one
ð111Þ slip-step and e more
than one ð111Þ slip-step grow
outside of the multiparallelogram: the
corresponding SEM images of
(a, b) are shown in Fig. 4.

(b)

(a)

(c)

between slip-planes’’ section, implies that the plas


ticity flows on the 11
1 slip-planes along the ½01 1 
direction to the green area (see Fig. 7e). Moreover, the
plasticity will flow on the ð11
1 Þ slip-plane along the


½
1 01  direction to the red area, as sketched in Fig. 7e.

Three Burgers vectors exist on the bottom ð111Þ sliph
i
planes, only one of which, i.e., 
10
, leads to the
1
plasticity flowing forward (see Fig. 7b). Hence, the
dislocation motion on the ð111Þ and ð11
1 Þ slip-planes

(d)

(e)

resulting in the sideway flow. The accompanying
mutual interactions from these planes lead to the
pattern of stacked triangles (Fig. 8a). As the load
increases, the pile-ups build up at the triangle vertices and slip commences on negatively inclined slipplanes (Fig. 8b). Afterward, the slip-step pattern
increases by geometric similarity (Fig. 8c).
As the indenter presses into grain f101g, all four
slip-planes are activated (Fig. 8d). The ð111Þ and

ð1
1 1 Þ slip-planes are almost perpendicular to the

Slip-step and pile-up evaluation

surface, and the resolved shear stresses on these
planes are much higher than on another two slipplanes, which results in preferential dislocation
motion on these planes. The interaction of dislocations from these two planes results in the slip-step
parallelogram formation. The dislocations also travel

on positively inclined ð11
1 Þ and ð11 1Þ planes. As the

The schematic diagram of slip-step pattern evolutions
in the f111g, f101g and f001g grains is shown in
Fig. 8. In grain f111g, the ð111Þ slip-plane is almost
parallel to the sample surface and does not exhibit
slip-steps as the Schmidt factor is neglectable. At the
beginning of indentation, the dislocations travel on


the positively inclined ð1
1 1Þ, ð111 Þ and ð1 1 1Þ slip-

(a * 35 ), the plastic flow results in the formation of
four pile-ups (Fig. 2). Please note that the slip on the

ð11
1 Þ and ð11 1Þ planes is also obstructed by the ð111Þ

leads to glissile junctions at the interactions ‘C’ and
‘D,’ as shown in Figs. 4 and 7. Further CP-FEM or
DDD simulations are required to investigate the
stress field changes and the dislocation motion in
these two areas.

planes. Because the inclination angles (a ¼  70 ) of
these planes are larger than the transition angle
(55 58 ), the plastic forward flow is obstructed,

load increases, one sideway flow on the ð111Þ and



ð1
1 1 Þ planes is constrained by the ð111 Þ and ð11 1Þ
planes and the plasticity is transported to the other
direction on these two planes. Together with the

forward flow on the ð11
1 Þ and ð11 1Þ planes


and ð1
1 1 Þ planes. Finally, a butterfly pattern forms
and grows (Fig. 8e, f).
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Figure 8 Schematic diagram
of the slip-step evolution
during the indentations into
grains f111g, f101g and
f001g [the corresponding
SEM images are given as
supplemental information].

Load increases

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

{111}

{101}

{001}

During the indentation into the f001g grain, slip
commences first on the four positively inclined slipplanes (Fig. 8g) and then on the negatively inclined

ð1
1 1Þ and ð111Þ and ð111 Þ(Fig. 8h). The sideway
motion of plasticity on the positively inclined ð111Þ


and ð11
1 Þ slip-planes (58 and 55 ) results in the
formation of pile-up I (Fig. 2f). The plasticity on these
two slip-planes is additionally transported along the
forward direction (Fig. 3) and contributes to the
growth of the pile-ups III and IV, respectively. The
plasticity flows along the two sideway directions on


the ð1
1 1 Þ planes (73 ) and enables the further
expansion of the pile-ups III and IV away from the
imprint (Fig. 8h). Finally, the cross-shaped slip-steps
are generated and grow (Fig. 8i).

Conclusions
This study aimed at thoroughly understanding the
deformation mechanisms during nanoindentation,
which will be used to characterize single phases of
materials in the future. Moreover, the study aimed at
learning the deformation caused by a hard precipitate
on a ductile counter surface during contact and tribological loading. The dependence of the slip-plane
inclination angle on plastic flow during nanoindentation was studied by analyzing the slip-step and
pile-up evolution for three grains of the austenitic
stainless steel. The following conclusions are drawn:
1.
2.

The pile-up formation can be understood by the
plastic flow on slip-planes.
Plastic flow is mainly determined by the inclination angle of the slip-plane with respect to the
surface. The flow direction transforms from the
forward motion to the sideway at a transition
angle of 55 58 .

J Mater Sci

3.

4.

Large strain FEM simulations verified an inversion of the resolved shear stress at this transition
angle.
The shape of the pile-up is also determined by the
interaction of the glide planes. The formation of
dislocation junctions and locks constrains the
spread of plasticity and the size of the pile-up.
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